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Welcome.

I would like to invite you to this year's open

days in our school. This year unfortunately I am

forced to introduce the school in an online

presentation. First, I would like to mention the

profiles of our school.

I hope you will enjoy it :)



Avilable class profiles

at our school

Art school - graphics and photography class

Biological class

Humanities class

Math class

Language and businnes class



The language class would like to introduce you to the

Eramus+ project. This is a great opportunity to get

to know the cultures of other countries, learn the

language and meet foreign friends. The project

involves student exchanges with various countries of

the European Union.

Language and businnes

class - Erasmus+ project



The math class has prepared some

riddles for you.Try to solve them! Have

you always liked math? If so, this is the

perfect profile for you. Lots of maths

hours a week are important - they will

help you to prepare for the final exams. 

Math class 

- easy riddles



Art school is intended for people who

want to connect their future with art or

are interested in painting and want to

develop their hobbies.

On the internet you can find many

paintings done by our talented students.

Art school -

graphics and

photography class



Biological class

- biological

curiosities
This profile is intended for those of

you who are interested in biology. It

will give you a lot of opportunities in

the future, for example, you can

become a doctor, biotechnologist

and many more.

Did you know that... the oldest organisms in the world are pines of

the species Pinus aristata and Pinus longavea, which grow in the

Rocky Mountains. Some individuals are around 6,000 years old.



The humanities class will be the perfect choice

for those of you who are interested in literature,

society and history. If you are planning your

future related to books - this place is for you!

In our library you will find many books on

topics that interest you. If you have a problem

with finding the right book, I am sure, that the

librarian will be happy to help you with it :)

Humanities class 

- a short library tour



Subject

competitions,

language

certificates and

many more ...



Lo 1 is a good choice!

 We are waiting for you!


